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ABSTRACT

The general theory of electron scattering in the presence of an external

electromagnetic field, provided by^Xntense laser beam, accompanied by absorp-

tion of n photons, each vith energy ir«,is discussed. The calculation

leads to many summations over intermediate states. A general method for

exactly evaluating several sums is described in detail. Numerical results

show that the cross-section varies vith intensity in a power law fashion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the development of quantum electronics in the optical band

(lasers), it became realistically possible to observe a number of new physical

phenomena due to the interaction of intense e.n. fields with matter. A

large class of such new effects as generation of harmonics of optical radiation,

parametric interactions, various types of stimulated scattering of radiation,

self-focussing of wave beams in a medium, etc. , are presently being intensively

Studied both theoretically and experimentally and constitute the scope of non-

linear optics. A characteristic feature of this class of effects is that

in the final analysis all are due to non-linear (in the e.ra. field) polar-

ization of the medium. In these types of process it is customarily assumed

that the medium itself does not change its aggregate state during the time

of interaction with radiation, and serves only as a non-linear converter of

the radiation. This leads to the definite limitations on the intensity I

of the external e.m. field.

At intensities higher than critical, I > Io (for a radiation from a

neodymiujB glass laser (X = lOOy) at binding energy A = 15.6 eV(H ) we have
3 2

I = 8 x 10 ff/cm ) the atoms of the medium become ionized within times on

the period of the wave, and any substance Is converted Into plasma regardless

of its initial state. Consequently, at such high intensities the radiation

Interacts with the plasma practically during the entire pulse duration. In

this Intensity region, there is apparently great Interest at present In the

investigation of the mechanism of absorption of powerful radiation. To

solve problems of this type, the phenomenological theory is no longer sufficient,

and it Is necessary to use a microscopic approach. Related to this region

is our problem where we have considered the scattering of electron in the

presence of laser beam accompanied by absorption of N photons. The first

attempts at a calculation of this type were made by Nelson and Rand ' * and

others, but the calculations sere not rigorously performed even within the

framework of the perturbation theory. Here we have taken account of the

potential scattering from any of the B intermediate states and have

evaluated the S order matrix element exactly within the framework of the

time-dependent perturbation theory.
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In Sec.II we have formulated the problem using the time-dependent

perturbation theory and in Sec.Il l we have described the method for the

evaluation of the N h order matrix element. Finally, we present a discussion

on our findings. A point worth mentioning here is that i t is found that

the cross-section varies as I where I is the intensity and H1 is

the number of photons absorbed by the electron during scattering,which

appears to he correct,as expected physically also.

I I . THEORY

The differential cross-section for the electron scattering in the

background potential (provided by ion, etc.) for the arbitrary value of

laser intensity can be derived by using the time-dependent perturbation

theory 5'.

The non-relatlvistic Hamiltonian of an electron in the presence of

jthe intense e.m. field denoted by vector, .potent!al A and background

potential V(r) is given by ' - - '''

H H« HI

where

and
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denotes here the number operator for the mode X

dV = ^

Further

> n
X

. the
Clc)
problem

is greatly simplified by using the interesting proposition due to Cohen and

Hameka that, for any multiphoton processes involving more than two photons,
-*2

the quadratic A term does not contribute to the transition probability.

The use of the quantum electrodynamics formalism is convenient

(though not necessary) for considering the optical laser sources. Following

Heitler (in the dipole approxiaation) the vector potential A for the

photon absorption process can be written as
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A =

where is the polarization vector and q., is the field annihilation
A

operator,which while operating on the eigenstate of the radiation field,

i.e. \u\^ • obeys the following rule:

X/2

Now using the concept of the time evolution operator UT(t) and time-

dependent perturbation theory> the 5 order contribution to the transition

rate from the initial state | g ^ to some other final state ]f^- , as shown

by Bebb and Gold)is given by

r N {* dHt
0 X

i "»-8

where |m.^ jjiDo1!? *" 1™^ -i^ are N-l intermediate states and the sums over

these are extended over the complete set of states of H Q . Bext we integrate

over time. To elimioate the rapidly oscillating terms, the lower limit on

the intermediate integrals are taken as t' *-"

(see Heitler, Eef.U, and Loudon, Ref.T) while the lower

limit on the final integral is taken as t = 0 to ensure that the final state

was not occupied before the perturbation was "turned" on (see Bebb and Gold,

Sat.5, and Merzbacher and Sehiff, Ref.7).

Thus

r > g v - 1
\ (5)

Ef-Eg (5a)

vhere
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where we have used the notation

w
2-11/2

(r) •Jure*
1/2

and

Ep '

(5b)

(5c)

(5d)

E is the photon energy.

From this,for example, for the first intermediate state

\ -
(6a)

and if the potential scattering takes place from the first intermediate state,

then

o = 0 (6b)

and, as for the other states \) j* 1 we have

C60)

which clearly indicates in this case that there will be photon absorption

in the other intermediate process.
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Diagrams for electron scattering with three photon absorption in a non-

relativistic approach. Double line nucleus, single line electron, vavy

line photon.

III. EVALUATION OF THE N t h ORDER MATRIX EI£MEST

Let the state |g^ be denoted by |a ,n̂ > , where a specifies the
B g

quantum number of the initial state and n denotes the occupation number of

the field where,for simplicity of notation,we consider a radiation field

containing only one mode of frequency (U and occupation number n .

Similarly, the final state is represented by |a ,n^ . Using the property

of the annihilation operator q. from Eq.(2) and noting that for each

successive matrix element the reduction field is depleted by one photon,

the K order matrix element (for the absorption of (N-l) photons) M?

defined by Eq.(5> becomes:
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where

end

- C-p [V(r)

(8a)

(8b)

As the occupation number n of the optical quantum source ia of the
order of 10 therefore the depletion of the photon field can be neglected as
compared with n ,which results in the following reduction of Eqs.(S):

2 J
B III '

E T - 1
2 (9)

v = 1

Using Eqa.(U), (5) and (9) we hare the transition probability per unit time

(10a)

where

j j f Ef - E = (H-l) (10b)

k.
If p. ia ther density of the final state and I. « — the

1 m
incident flux,then the differential cross-section for the process is given lay

-T-

•1

where the occupation number n ia replaced by

of the incident beam.

I is the intensity

IV. COHCLUSIOH

In Eo..(U) the evaluation of the Kv term involves the sums over the

B intermediate s ta tes . Using the orthonormality property of the eigenstates

of the free Hamiltonian, the summation can be carried out easily (as shown

in the appendix for the second-order process), which results in the following

value of the differential cross-section:

A JL

is the momentum transfer, Ewhere q = k - k

V(q) is the momentum transform of the potential V{r)

(12)

the photon energy and

The differential crosa^section (12) can be expressed in the form

TN-1

an
where

I H(E-q) 1

(13a)

(13b)

Thus the cross-section for the process varies with intensity as (loci for

the N-l photon absorption. Taking the power law dependence of the cross-

section on intensity from Eqt(13) ahows that I t ia proportional to the number

of photons absorbed in the process, i . e .
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This type of power law fashion variation of cross-section with intensity is a

usual perturbation theory result and is expected.

Fig.l shows the variation of the differential cross-section at various
16 2

angles of scattering for H = 6 and I = 10 watt/cm . Clearly from Fig.l

the main contribution to the differential cross-section comes from small

values of 6 . This result is quite true and is expected, as at high energies

of the. incident electron the small angle scattering is favoured. Further,

as the photon energy ( — 1.5 eV) is quite less as compared with the incident

electron energy {> 100 eV), therefore the cross-section for small H values

is quite large and is equal to the elastic cross-section, i.e.

an dfl for small B values

This result has been obtained numerically and is expected from energy con-

servation as for small N values and incident high electron energy E.

have ^ * 7 f .

In Fig.S the differential cross-section with incident electron energy

is plotted,which clearly indicates that the cross-section decreases as the

incident electron energy increases. This is the usual result obtained in the

charged particle interaction with atoms and molecules.

The study of electron scattering in the presence of the e.m. field

involving absorption of many photons has become possible only due to the

development of powerful short pulse lasers, where at sufficiently optical

radiation it becomes the principal (non-linear) mechanism of its absorption

in the plasma. Since, in the case of long durations,the plasma has time to

become heated and the subsequent dissipation of the field energy is determined

by the usual linear 'bremstrahlung absorption. To study this process by

measuring the light energy absorped in the plasma, it is necessary that pair

collisions of the electrons and ions be the principal mechanism responsible

for the absorption of light. This requirement may not be satisfied if the

action of the strong radiation field on the plasma leads to the development

of instabilities. It is known that in the case when V* » V (where

eE is the
V • — / amplitude of the electron viltrational velocity in the wave field;
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V = (3Te/m)1''2 is. the average thermal velocity of the electron) the thresholds

of many instabilities are strongly exceeded. However, the pulses may be

chosen so short thatltiuiia up of growing oscillations in the plasma remains

small during the pulse time T . This leads to the condition YT 4 1, where

Y is the maximum instability increment . The strongest instabilities

arise in the case when the frequency d) of the extended field is close to

the plasma frequency cu . The limitation on the pulse duration then turns

out to be too stringent, so that even for picosecond pulses it is impossible

to guarantee that the absorption will be determined exclusively by pair

collisions. In the ease when u » u , the situation is much more favourable

and it leads to an appreciable increase of thresholds of the possible

instabilities and to a decrease of increments 9 '

Another interesting feature of the study of thi3 process is the

possibility of obtaining negative absorption ' in transition between

states of continuous electron energy spectrum. The transitions in the

continuous spectrum have the advantage that there is no limitation on the

frequencies of the emitted photons and in addition here it is relatively

easy to solve the problem of inverting the population of energy states. For

example, a monoenergetic electron beam is in itself a system with inverted

population relative to the entire region of spectrum with lower energy.
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APPHJDIX

For the' second-order process the required matrix element is given by

V = 1

* -±Z<H

From the expressions Eqs.(8) the value of

can be calculated,which results in

Rl,2 =

; Rl,2

R2,2 • ^ , 1

in the dipole expression.

Simllaxly fi-om Eq, ( 53)

(A.I)

and

(A.2)

(A.3)

The first term here represents that initially, due "to potential

scattering, the electron goes from the initial state to the intermediate

state,which after absorption of the photon goes to the final state. While

the second term represents that in the first stage the photon is absorbed and

in the second the potential scattering takes place.

Expressing the intermediate states in the first stage in terms of

wave number and the second stage by amPlitude for the

second-order process can be written as

v
+z

(A.I*)

Using the orthonormality property of the states the summation can be done by

changing the summation into integration,which results in

KL

f -*f ) * f

ILJ
* • » J is the moffi

the potential V(?), and vfj) ia the Pousier transfer Of
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. l Plot of d i f ferent ia l cross-section vs incident electron

energy E. in eV for five photons absorbed.

Fig.2 Plot of d i f ferent ia l cross-section va angle of scat ter ing

0 with four photons absorbed.


